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Thank you
for your
service,
ma’am.

For details,
see Pages
54-55

You’re welcome.
Taking care of
equipment is
important…

…so make sure you
share your maintenance
knowledge with others.
PS Magazine can help!

Don’t Take Flying
Visually Impaired
Lightly
lOoks like
we’ve run into
some DVE.

we can mANaGE
this! We’ve Trained
and PlanNed for
these situations!

Pilots,
forewarned
is forearmed!

especially
when it comes
to flying
aircraft in an
environment
with bad
visibility.

There’s a flying condition
that every pilot should be
ready for. it’s called

degraded visual
environment (DVE)
and it’s an

aviation killer.

DVE can take out an aircraft and its occupants
if it’s not taken seriously. No doubt every
pilot either has or will experience this
condition when flying aircraft.

DVE isn’t something you want to
play around with. it lurks in dusty
and sandy conditions that cause
disorientation, low light, poor contrast
and limited visibility. That means you
can’t see where you’re flying!

PS 792

The best defense against DVE is
preparation, thorough planning and
tough, realistic training that’s
done to standard.
That’s what it takes to
manage the risks.
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M88A2 Recovery Vehicle…

There’s an M1A2
that needs a tow!
YoU reaDY?
That depends
on the PM
you’ve doNe on
my tow bar!

Operators, be sure to inspect
your M88A2’s tow bar, NSN 254001-434-8595, as part of afteroperations PMCS. The inspection is
quick and easy, but will go a long
way toward keeping your vehicle
mission ready.

Eyeball the tow bar, including the
welds, for cracks or bends. if
you see any, don’t use the tow bar
and order a replacement. Then
check the tow pintle closely for
signs of cracks and tow bar legs
for bends.

Check tow bar for
cracks and bends
Make sure the pintle
works properly. if it
looks too worn to use,
order a new pintle. if in
doubt, order a new one.
Better safe than sorry!

When towing, make sure
clevis markings are facing
upward with arrow
pointing toward tow bar

Also, when attaching the
M1-series tank tow foot
clevis, be sure the clevis
lettering is on top with
the arrow (TOW ↑ BAR)
pointing toward the
tow bar.

PS 792
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M88A2 Recovery Vehicle…

Don’t Overlook Heater
Exhaust Tube

PMCS is
done for the
day, pal.

not if Ya
haven’t checked
My personNel
heater exhaust
tube, it’s nOt!

operators, make sure the heater exhaust
tube running by your M88A2’s auxiliary
power unit (APU) is properly connected.

if it isn’t, a fire could break
out either during or after
using the personnel heater.

Make sure
personnel
heater
exhaust
tube is
connected...
....and cover
is installed

While
you’re at it,
make sure
the heater
exhaust tube’s
thermal
insulation
cover is
serviceable
and in place.

PS 792

Running the
heater without
the cover
installed
creates a fire
hazard. Replace
a missing or
damaged cover
with NSN 254001-533-3144.

Also, be sure
to keep the
back deck
area where
the exhaust
comes out
free of trash
and anything
else that’s
flammable.
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M113A2/A3 FOV…

Roll Back
Cover Before
Engine Start

Just be sure
to roll back
my intake and
exhaust grille
cover first!

Let’s get you
started up so
we can start
the mission!

Some drivers leave the canvas
cover for the M113A2/A3
intake and exhaust grilles in
place when starting the engine
because they think that’ll help
the engine warm up faster when
it’s cold outside.
That’s
a bad
idea.

The cover
is meant to
keep ice, snow
and other
debris out
of the engine
compartment
when the
vehicle is
parked.

Canvas
Canvas cover
cover
keeps
keeps out
out
snow
snow and
and
ice
ice

Leaving the cover in place heats the engine too fast. it can
even burn the engine up. That’ll land you in hot water with
your commander and cost your unit some serious bucks.

Also

fumes from the engine compartment that would
normally be vented through the exhaust grille are
forced into the driver and crew compartments.

That can be deadly.

Always roll the
cover back from
the exhaust and
intake grilles
before starting
your vehicle.

PS 792

Then
secure the
cover in
place with
the straps
provided.
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M1129 MCV, M1133 MEV, M1134 ATGM Strykers…

time
to go
do that
thing I
do!

Make sure my seatbelt harness’
buckle doesn’t hit the floor!

Hey!

Crewmen, your Stryker’s energy attenuating (EA) seats can save you from serious

injury—or worse—during a blast from a mine or IED. But the EA seat, NSN 2540-01633-6805, can’t do its job if the four-point seatbelt, NSN 2540-01-671-1897, is damaged.
When exiting your vehicle through the lowered ramp door, be careful not to let the
seatbelt harness fall to the floor. That can damage the seatbelt buckle.
If seatbelt
harness falls
to floor...

...seatbelt
buckle
can be
damaged

The buckle can also fall into the crack between the ramp door and the vehicle hull.
When the ramp closes...CRUNCH! Not only is the buckle damaged but maybe even the
ramp door or hull.
So don’t get in such a hurry that you neglect to keep those seatbelt buckles safe from
damage. If you do, your Stryker could end up NMC!

PS 792
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Stryker…

Tow
by the
Book!

yA neEd a
tow back to
base?

Cout
rewmen, it’s vital that you check
your Stryker’s -10 TM before
towing to ensure you do it the
right way. Doing it wrong results
in a damaged vehicle.

Oh yeah! Just
make sure you
follow our
-10 TM’s towing
procedure.

it could
even
catch
fire!

Remove bolts and take off transfer cover

Just like it says in the TM,
the best way to flat-tow
a disabled Stryker is with
another Stryker using a
tow bar.

Turn wrench clockwise to disengage transfer

Always be sure
to disconnect the
transfer case
and release the
parking brake
on the disabled
vehicle before
towing.

Make sure
parking brake
on disabled
vehicle is
disengaged

You can verify that the transfer case is
disconnected by removing the #4 engine access
panel. Then use your hand to rotate the drive
shaft to make sure it spins freely without binding.
if the shaft binds and doesn’t spin freely, try
again to disengage the transfer case.

PS 792
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You need to follow
all of the towing
procedures exactly
as they’re shown in
the -10 TM . That way
you can’t go wrong!
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And remember that if a
Stryker is so damaged it can’t
be flat-towed, mechanics
shouldn’t use a HEMTT wrecker
to tow with the Stryker’s
front end suspended.

Not only will towing a Stryker with the
front end suspended damage the rear
suspension and hubs on the Stryker, but it
can also break the HEMTT’s lift cylinders.
instead, call for an M916 tractor truck
with an M870A1 semitrailer.

For more information on Stryker towing,
check out TACOM Maintenance Action Message #18-007 at:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA18-007.html

Stryker…
aLl yOur after
operations PM
checks are done.

hoLD
on!

YoU forgot to
drain My service
brake reservoirs!

SeE YA
tomORroW,
buDdy!

C

rewmen, your Stryker’s parking brake can fail if the front and
rear service brake reservoirs aren’t drained after every operation.
If you don’t
drain the reservoirs,
moisture gets inside
the parking brake
valve and corrodes
it. So make draining
them a regular part
of after-operations
PMCS. The -10 TM
shows you how to
do it right.
The valve can also corrode if it’s exposed to water when you
wash your vehicle. Be sure to avoid spraying water directly on the
valve. Better yet, cover it before washing your Stryker.

the Parking
brake valve
corrodes
when wet or
if service brake
reservoirs aren’t
drained after
operations.

Stryker…

Too Much
Much
Too
Copper in
in
Copper
Your Engine
Engine
Your
Oil?
Oil?

My AOAP reports
say my engine oil has
elevated copper levels!

I wouldn’t worry
too much about
that just yet!

Not necessarily! An AOAP analysis
that says elevated copper levels
in your Stryker’s engine oil
“Exceeds wear metal limits” isn’t
always reason for concern.
a new engine oiL COoler couLd
be to BLAme.

I got the
results back
from my
Stryker’s Army
oil analysis
program (AOAP)
sample.
it shows that
the engine oil
has elevated
levels of
copper. Should
I be worried?

But you need to understand why
elevated copper levels sometimes
happen before you submit another—
maybe unneeded—AOAP sample.

Depending on the circumstances,
there might actually be little
danger of excessive wear and/
or component failure.
Both the
Stryker

CAT C7

and 3126
engines
have an
internal
engine oil
cooler
with
copper
tubes.

Le ac hi ng
ca n also
ha pp en in
used
engines…

PS 792

With a new oil cooler, copper dissolves
from the surface of the oil cooler tubes
and leaches into the engine oil.
As the oil cooler breaks in, a protective
coating eventually forms on the copper
tubes and the leaching stops.
The engine isn’t damaged and the elevated
copper levels gradually decrease.
Copper leaching from the oil cooler into the
engine oil typically happens with new engines
within the first two oil change intervals.

• if the engine is overdue for an oil change.
• that have had a new oil cooler installed.
• if a different type of oil is used.
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So when should
you be concerned
about elevated
copper levels in
your Stryker’s
engine oil?

if your Stryker is new or
has a new engine and it gets
an AOAP report indicating
increased copper levels,
copper leaching from the oil
cooler is likely to blame.

Your Stryker’s engine
is probably OK and you
can continue submitting
AOAP samples every six
months or 3,000 miles,
whichever comes first.

However, if the vehicle or
engine is used and has ever
overheated, the increased
levels of copper could
be caused by worn bronze
bushings and bearings or a
combination of both.

That’s when you need
to be concerned about
engine damage and
further AOAP sampling.
Check out PS 7 7 2 for information about Strykers and the AOAP program:

https://www.logsa.army.mil/web2/archive/PS2017/772/772-06-08.pdf

AVLB…

it’s all
about the
torque!

m
echanics, it’s very important to apply
just the right amount of torque to the
filter housing and drain plug bolts on
the AVLB’s transmission.
Too much torque
can cause cracks in
the transmission’s
aluminum filter
housing and
strip the drain
plug bolt hole
threads.

That can lead
to catastrophic
transmission
failure. A new
transmission
will cost your
unit nearly
$75,000!

Avoid costly
damage and keep
combat readiness
high by keeping
those bolts
torqued to
26-32 lb-ft.

While you’re
at it, make
sure the holes
are free of
debris before
tightening the
bolts.

Over-tightening bolts can crack transmission
filter housing and strip drain plug bolt holes
Filter housing

Drain
plug

Drain
plug

Corrosion…

st bbuusterS
RuTip
Month
of
the

But none of
that matters
if you don’t
have the right
tools and
equipment.

PS Magazine
talks a lot
about corrosion,
how to find it
and what to do
about it.

Most shops and motor
pools already stock
some of these items.

Winter is
a good
time to do
a quick
inventory!

Check
supplies on
hand and
inspect shop
tool kits.

if not, your
commander
can authorize
purchases.

PS 792
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Make a list
of any missing,
broken or
soon-to-be
empty items.

Then add
those
items to
this handy
shopping
list.

Corrosion Prevention
Tools Shopping List
Surface Prep Tools
Lube oil/grease
Power grinder
Scraping knife
Shop vacuum
Shop vacuum accessories
Wire brush
Personal Protective Equipment
Coveralls
Ear plugs
Face shield
Gloves
Goggles/eye protection
Respirator & cartridge
CPC Application
Applicator brush
Corrosion inhibiting compounds (CIC)
Petrolatum
Pressurized spray applicator
Rust inhibiting compound
Sealant
Solid film lubricant
Thread compound
Touch-Up Painting
Paint brush
Wet film gauge

You’ll find NSNs for a variety of
these items in TB 43-0213, Corrosion
Prevention and Control (CPAC) for
Army wheeled vehicles (Sep 12),
available on LOGSA’s ETM website:

https://liw.logsa.army.mil/etmapp/#/etm
WhEN THE iTEMS ArRiVE,
STORE THEM RiGHT! THEN
yOU’LL HAVE Them WHEN
YOU NeED ‘EM.

Questions?

Contact TACOM’s Corrosion Prevention and Control office:

usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-corrosion@mail.mil

Cold Weather…

Brrrrr!
Winter is
definitely
here.

Got my snow
tires and
antifreeze. I’m
good to go!

winter weather requires
more preparation and
maintenance for vehicles.

hold on!
there’s more
to winter prep
than snow tires
and antifreEze!

Part of that preparation should
include winter survivability tips in
case of emergencies!

Of course, the -10 TM is your first stop.
The section on operation under unusual conditions has
info about starting, operating and maintaining vehicles
in cold weather.
A video, produced by the U.S. Army Combat Readiness
Center, is a great resource, too. it shows what to do if
you’re stranded in a vehicle during winter.
Practical tips like these could save your life:

• Raise the hood and display a trouble sign, like a bright cloth
tied to the side mirror or fastened at the top of a door.
• Make sure snow drifts or debris don’t block the tail pipe.
• Stay in the vehicle unless you can see help within 100 yards.
• Crank the vehicle once every hour and run the heater about
10 minutes.
watch the VidEo here:

https://www.dvidshub.net/video/413415/stranded-vehicle
Learn about additional winter driving tips at:

https://safety.army.mil

PS 792
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HMMWV…

A misprint
in the TM?

No wonder your
front bumper
didn’t fit!

That
explains
a lot!

An update to the HMMWV parts list is on the
way, thanks to an alert PS Magazine reader
who noticed a discrepancy between
part numbers and figures.

TACOM says items 6 through 15 in Fig 209 of
TM 9-2320-387-13&P in IETM EM 0323 (Mar 14)
aren’t in synch with the figure call-outs.

1501: Frame Assembly
Figure 209. Front Bumper
and Lifting Shackle

PS 792

Item
Number
6
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

13

These items will be
renumbered as shown here
to correspond with the
proper call-outs at the
next TM update.
in the meantime, here’s how
the parts list should read:

Item
Frame section LH
Frame section RH
Self-locking nut
Flat washer
Bumper, front
Pin cotter
Plain nut
Shackle
Screw cap
Screw cap
Bracket mount

NSN
2510-01-358-1178
2510-01-357-8789
5310-01-548-1848
5310-01-121-1703
2540-01-412-8610
5315-00-012-0123
5310-01-569-6094
4030-01-316-1551
5305-01-264-3602
5305-00-071-2071
5340-01-106-2516
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FMTV…

Simple Solution
Reveals Air Leaks
Hey,
buddy,
keep it
movin’!

Why does
this keep
happening?!

What’s
the holdup?

I just
don’t know.
I’ve checked
everything!

Flat tires,
again?!!

Dear Editor,
We recently had a tire deflation problem with the two front tires on an FMTV
while the electronic control unit (ECU) showed five flashing lights. We swapped
out both tires with spares, but the tires continued to deflate.
We followed the troubleshooting guide in the TM and replaced all the central
tire inflation system (CTIS) components, including the quick release valve (QRV),
wheel valve, pressure switch, pneumatic control unit (PCU), ECU, CTIS seals and
wiring harness.
Then we sprayed soapy water on
Finally, I decided to cut the zip
all the supply lines and tire hoses
ties that secure the front air hoses
to look for an air leak. We found no
together in a tight bundle. This allowed
signs of a leak, but the deflation
them to unwind and hang free. Then I
problem continued.
sprayed soapy water on the hoses again.

Bundled air hoses appear OK

Loose air hoses reveal leak

That did the trick! The soapy water bubbled up and made the leaks easy to
detect. We replaced the front air hoses, and that fixed the deflation problem.

The moral of the story: when CTIS air hoses are tightly banded together,
you can’t always see or detect air leaks. Before you start replacing CTIS
components, separate the tightly banded air hoses and check for air leaks
first. This could save a lot of time and costly replacements!

Editor’s note: Many thanks, Ricardo. Soldiers,
don’t forget to re-secure the lines after the repair.

Ricardo S. Iriarte
Annville, PA

What’s That Corrosion Code?
I know there’s a special
code for corrosion… it’s
gotta be here somewhere!

search
NO moRe!

When reporting corrosion
in the Global Combat
Support System-Army
(GCSS-A), use the cause code
‘‘170-Corroded/Rusted.’’

Use the corrosion code
‘‘1 70-Corroded/Rusted’’
regardless of whether
you’re reporting manually
with DA Form 2404 or online
with DA Form 5988-E.
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get recorded correctly and play a
role in developing future maintenance
decisions and budgets.
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LMTV Hydraulic Tank NSN
Get a new hydraulic tank for the 2 1/2-ton LMTV with NSN 4320-01-645-5255. This is
the correct NSN for all FMTVs, but Item 13 in Fig 125 of TM 9-2320-333-13&P (Jun 15)
lists NSN 4320-01-504-5020 for the LMTV. That’s wrong, so make a note until the TM
is updated.
USAPPC

79
2404, APR
DA FORM
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Buffalo A2…

PM Tips for
Tip-Top Performance

Ahh! This is just
what I needed.
A nice warm-up
for my power
steering before
I start the day!

Before and after the day’s run, keep these checks in mind
to keep your BufFalo mission-ready:

Fluid Warm Up
in cold weather, let the power steering fluid warm up before moving the
steering wheel (about 30 minutes).
Follow the

CAUTiON placard
on the instrument
panel:

DO NOT FORCE THE STEERING
WHEEL TO TURN WHILE
VEHICLE IS STATIONARY.

that way
You’lL avoid
power steering
Leaks.

Easy Pull on Cable
You’ve got to drain the air tanks on your Buffalo
every day after operation. if you forget, moisture
builds up and creates corrosion that plugs up
the entire air system, including brake valves and
cylinders. That can also lead to brake failure.

Drain air tanks daily, but
don’t yank on cables!

So drain water from the primary and secondary
air tanks on the driver’s side of the vehicle.
The tank has three pull cables.
Just don’t yank on them. The added stress will
eventually break a cable.
Pull on the cables just until you hear air come
out. That’s far enough. And make sure you pull
straight out on the cables. Yanking or pulling the
cables sideways wears out the protective sleeve
and exposes the metal strands.
Eventually, the cable deteriorates and breaks,
especially if it’s yanked on every day during
checks and services!

PS 792
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Backhoe Loader…

JonEs! What
hApPenEd to YoU?

STAY
AWAY
from
Ether
Spray!
Just found out the hARD
way that You’Re not s’posed
to use SPRay can ether to
Start a BACKhoE lOader!

T

ake a quick
walk through any
engineering battalion
and you’ll see lots
of construction
equipment with built-in
starting aids. These
aids help vehicle
engines turn over in
cold weather.

But if you’re looking for one
of these starting aids on the
backhoe loader (BHL), you’re
outta luck. There isn’t one.
Unfortunately, some
operators think it’s OK to
grab a can of ether spray to
create their own.

Now, say it once,
then say it over
and over again:

Hands
off the
ether!

Don’t even think about heading back to the workbench, grabbing a
can of ether spray, and giving it a go! Spraying ether in your BHL’s engine
will crack pistons, bend rods and ruin heads.

Personnel Risk
To bring the point home, a
warning decal is mounted on the
street side of the BHL:

Pay close attention
to warning decal

EXPLOSION HAZARD –
DO NOT USE ETHER
There’s an important reason for the
decal. The BHL’s engine manifold intake
heater is just on the other side. That
heater gets oven hot, so a spray of
ether will ignite and travel right back
to the ether can. That creates an
explosion that can cause severe burns,
scars, blindness or even death!
So if you’re having problems
starting your BHL, keep your hands
off the spray can ether and grab
a mechanic instead.
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PROTECT AIRCRAFT
FROM
FROM

OLD MAN WINTER

oh, man!
we gotta get
back home!

Old Man Winter
is About to hiT us
With a Vengeance.

After we Land,
we gOtTa get
these birds
covEreD UP!

When Old Man Winter
arrives on the scene,
it won’t be long
before snow, ice and
wind start battering
your aircraft.

That’s why it’s important
to plan, prepare and
train for cold weather
operations beforehand
using your aircraftspecific TMs.

For general cold weather information,
check out Chapter 10 of TM 1-1500-204-23-1,
General Aircraft Maintenance.

PS 792
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Because preventive maintenance
in sub-zero temperatures is
critical to readiness and keeping
aircraft flying…

…make sure your unit’s
SOP for cold weather
operations is current.

Moving aircraft
inside the hangar
for maintenance
is best.

if that can’t be done,
a shelter will work
for equipment faced
with extended time out
in the cold.

Aircraft,
weapons
systems,
aviation ground
support
equipment
(AGSE), aviation
life support
equipment
(ALSE), and
cold weather
clothing all
need preventive
maintenance
services
before the
deep freeze
hits.

Long periods outside
can affect your
body. Fingers are
especially vulnerable
to frostbite.

in bitter cold, make sure you work
in shifts and use the buddy system.

Break the maintenance
up into small periods
with one person working
while another warms up
in a hangar or shelter.
if you use a temporary
shelter made out of
canvas or a parachute,
use a heater to warm it.
But make sure you
follow all safety
regulations to prevent
a fire or carbon
monoxide poisoning.

in wintry
weather,
the cold
will affect
fuel, seals,
tires,
batteries
and
aircraft.

Here are
the cold,
hard facts
you should
know to
help you
fight and
win the
cold, icy
battle…

Fact 1: Cold Fuel
ice can form in fuel
lines from condensation.
Limit that problem by
keeping your aircraft
topped off.

Even after topping
off, there will be a
gap between the top
of the tank and the
fuel. That’s where air
condenses and water
mixes with your fuel.
So when you take a fuel
sample each day, drain
enough fuel to get rid
of all the water.

Always drain
from the
lowest point
of the
fuel cell.
Water is
heavier than
fuel and will
accumulate
on the
bottom.

if refueling is done outside in freezing
temperatures, always check the aircraft’s
fuel level before moving it inside.
Fuel expands in warmer temperatures, so
taking a full aircraft inside could give
you a fuel spill to clean up.

When
single port
refueling,
make sure it
shuts off at
appropriate
levels.

Be extremely
careful
about static
electricity
during
refueling.

when dealing with cold fuel
and aircraft, keep these
grounding points in mind:

Static electricity increases
when the temperature and
humidity drop.
Combined,
they can
fire up your
winter real
fast!

1. aircraft to ground
2. aircraft to fuel tanker
3. aircraft to fuel nozzle
if you’re not using
a closed circuit
nozzle, put the
regular nozzle in
all the way.
That lessens the
danger of static
and reduces the
chance for a fuel
spill.

before
removing
the cap!

it’s also important to
reinstall the fuel cap
before removing the
ground wire from an
aircraft.
Otherwise, sparks
can shoot between
the grounding cable
and the aircraft.

Fuel spills can create
environmental hazards,
but spilling cold fuel
on bare skin can lead
to instant frostbite.

Beef up your
grounding
knowledge by
checking out
your aircraft
TMs for
information.

Fact 2: Cold Oil and Grease
Nothing is
immune to cold,
not even oil and
grease.
As the mercury
dips, oil gets
thicker and
grease gels.
Using the
right oil, lube
and grease
minimizes those
problems.

For example, when
servicing a stone
cold aircraft’s
oil systems, never
fill it to the brim.
That’s because
oil expands as it
heats up and you’ll
be cleaning up an
overflow mess.
Because oil
leaks are a
bigger problem
in the winter,
regularly eyeball
connections, joints
and seals.

Fact 3: Cold Seals
Old Man Winter
does a number
on seals. When
cold contracts
a seal, it opens
the door for
leaks.
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Even worse, moisture
can seep in around seals
and freeze. Cold turns
moisture into ice and ice
cuts the seals. Check
seals regularly to see
if they need replacing.
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Fact 4: Cold Batteries
Cold can affect batteries, but unless the
temperatures drop to sub-freezing levels, sealed
lead-Acid batteries (SLAB) or ni-cad batteries
should continue to do their job.
The h-60M has two
SLAB batteries in
the nose.

The Hh-60L has
the SLAB battery
in the quad bay.

And the UH-60A/L has the battery in
the cabin behind the pilot seat. it could
be either a ni-cad or SLAB battery.

Your best bet
is to bring
batteries inside
from the cold
if sub-freezing
temperatures
are predicted.

Keep SLABs warm. The cold
can drain their charge much
faster than it does a nickel
cadmium battery.
When bringing either SLAB or
nickel-cadmium batteries inside,
store them in separate areas.
Fumes from a SLAB battery can
cause a nickel-cadmium battery
to discharge.

However, frequent
cold starts will
shorten battery
life.

Before starting
your aircraft
engines, turn on
the searchlight,
landing lights
or some other
component for
30 seconds. That
warms up the
batteries and
helps get the
engine started.

SLAB batteries work better when warmed

Always store batteries on a
shelf or on top of dunnage
because bare floors will
drain them.

if you’re using an aviation ground power
unit (AGPU), the load will warm up the
battery before engine starting.
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it’s always best to use an
AGPU for an aircraft’s first
start of the day. That helps
prevent battery drain from
the cold.
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Fact 5: Cold Tires
Cold can reduce tire air pressure, so
check your helicopter’s tire pressure
often like it says in each airframe’s TM.
When tires freeze to the ground, you can
use liquid deicer to break them loose.
Avoid parking aircraft in wet or slushy
areas and if possible use a platform
surface of some kind under the tires to
keep them off snow and ice.

Keep
aircraft
tires
off wet
ground

if you park your aircraft on mud, the
next day you may find the tires have
sunk into it and frozen in place.

Fact 6: Cold Aircraft
Keeping
track of
your aircraft
covers and
flyaway gear
comes in
handy in the
winter.

Use aircraft covers to protect every part of your aircraft.

Remove snow from aircraft…

if you can’t cover the entire
aircraft, at least cover:

•
•
•
•

the engine inlets
exhaust openings
pitot tubes
the main rotor head and
tail rotor

don’t let old
man winter put the
fReEZe on PM.

That Also means YoU
should dress for the
job in the cold, too.

…and make sure covers are used

Never take cold weather
for granted!
Prepare to do maintenance
with the proper clothing to
keep warm so the job gets
done right.

AGSE…

there’ve beeN
soMe iSsUes
with the sAtS
leaf spring.
yeah,
Sergeant
Blade, I was
juST Reading
the Article on
the Ps ApP.
I’Ll get
right on iT.

M

echanics, the leaf spring assemblies on the standard aircraft towing system (SATS),
NSN 1740-01-575-5662, are experiencing excessive wear that can put the SATS in a
non-mission capable status.
While not a safety issue, the distance between the vehicle frame and leaf spring
assembly can exceed the design constraints over time. If that happens, the leaf spring
assembly can rub against the drive train.
New leaf spring inspection criteria will be added to the SATS’ TM 1-1740-221-13&P
at the next update. In the meantime, here are the new criteria:

Inspection Conditions
Before
starting,
observe these
pre-inspection
conditions…
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• With the engine shut down, make sure
the transmission is in park.
• Chock the vehicle tires.
• Only use standard measurements such as
1
/2 inch, 3/8 inch, 9/16 inch (+/- 1/16 inch).
• Take measurements at the rear, outboard
edge of the front leaf spring assembly on
the driver and passenger sides where the
springs enter the housing block shackle.
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Leaf Spring Measuring

1. Measure vertically
from the vehicle’s
Measure
5 inches
frame to the point
leaf spring
where the leaf spring
vertically
1
assembly enters the
2
rear housing block
shackle.
2. Move the ruler
forward five inches
and measure vertically
from the top of the
leaf spring to the
frame.
3. Subtract the lesser measurement from the greater one. If the result is less than one inch,
no further action is necessary. If the difference is one inch or greater or the leaf spring
assembly touches the vehicle frame, go to Step 4.
4. On the DA Form 2404 (manual) or 5988-E (electronic), enter a / status symbol with the
following: “Left/right leaf spring assembly sag measures _____.” Enter your measurement
in the blank.

In the future, units should order and replace both the front left and front right leaf
spring assemblies at the next 500-hour/semiannual service. Make sure you replace both
assemblies at the same time.

Got Aviation Corrosion Questions?
Fighting corrosion is a daily battle. And in that fight, sometimes questions come up
about how best to fight corrosion. To get answers, contact the aviation corrosion
team by email: usarmy.redstone.rdecom-amrdec.mbx.amcom-corrosion@mail.mil

CREPS Reports Improve Readiness
Readiness is important to the warfighter. That’s why TACOM provides a way for you to
voice your concerns or comments about equipment or TMs. Just submit a Collaborative
Readiness Problem Solving (CREPS) report. The website is:
https://gfis.tacom.army.mil/hd/default.cfm?p=nt&cz=128

Stay Connected with PEO Soldier
Got questions about PEO Soldier items? Check out their website at:
http://www.peosoldier.army.mil/
Also check them out
on social media:

https:twitter.com/PEOSoldier
https://facebook.com/PEOSoldier
https://flickr.com/peosoldier
https://youtube.com/user/USArmyPEOSoldier

hadoW Needs
Needs
hadoW
SProtection!
Protection!

YoU nEed to
ProteCt me from
the ELEMents.

I rEaLlY am NOT
made for this kind
of weathEr.

The RQ-7B Shadow UAV needs all the
protection you can give it from rain, wind
and dirt. its delicate parts can be damaged
by too much exposure to the elements.
But in
the field
that’s not
possible.

The best protection
for all UAVs is to keep
them parked inside when
they’re not flying.

That’s why it’s a good
idea to take along a
tent big enough for at
least three Shadows.
The tent not only
provides a good place
to park Shadows,
but also gives you a
protected area for
maintenance and PMCS.

One Shadow component
that should be left
outside as little as possible
is the uninterruptable
power supply (UPS) for
the universal and portable
ground data terminals
(UGDT and PGDT).

the
ups is
especially
sensitive
to water
and dirt.

if you don’t
have a tent, at
the very least
keep Shadows
covered with a
tarp. if winds
are strong or
storms are
raging, find
someplace
enclosed to
park Shadows
to prevent
damage.

Keep UPS off
ground at
all times and
cover when
not in use

Make sure the UPS is off the ground
on a platform to prevent standing
water from getting in the UPS.
if a UGDT or PGDT is going to be sitting
outside very long, cover the UPS to
protect it from the elements.

For more info on protecting your Shadow,
see TM 1-1550-1689-23&P and TM 1-1550-689-23&P.
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presenting

JAMES BONDO in
previously…

MOONBREAKER
(part 2)

Bondo, against my better
judgment, I’m sending you
to take on SHiM!

I’m not
sure how the
union’s gonna
feel about—

you want
me to go
to sPACE,
em!?

get
gOing!

I suggest
you do a very
thorough
PMCS before
you blast off!

And, please,
don’t forget
to do PM on
all your spy
gadgets!

Don’t
worry,
Q-Tip. I’m
on top
of it!

Later…

This will
be your
ride into
space,
Bondo.

oh, sure.
I’ve heard
that befOre!

that went
well!

uh, Q-Tip… is
it bad that the
ENGine COoliNG
warning liGHt
is ON?

oh, DEAr. Did
you bring a
spacesuit with
yOU?
sure,
why?

PS 792
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You’re going to
need it if you want
to reach the SHiM
space station!

m-*
mm

m
mm
mm
o
o
o
o
o
oo
ro
v
vr

good ol’
doctor maybe.
I’m surprised
he got a device
to work!
tho’ there’s
gotta be a
catch with that
guy! there
always is.

oh,
DraT!

I can’t
imagine
shim’s
space
station is
very big.

I hope I
can find it
on my own.

wow, the
gang at shiM
have really
outdone
themselves!

Luckily it
isn’t too far
away. Should
be there in 30
seconds...

…unleSs mY jet
BackPack’s fUel
Line is CLoGged!

I should be able
to coast the rest
of the way.

Sheesh! This
space station
sure has seen
better days.

I can’t
believe
how badly
they’ve
neglected
PM!

PS 792
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who does
that?!
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What
the heck
happened?

Oh, this
place is a
disaster!

Doctor
Maybe?!

oh, it’s you,
bondo. I’ll
tell you what
happened.

My anti-PM ray works. in fact, it
works so well that when we turned
it on, all preventive maintenance
systems on our space station were
rendered immediately useless!

ironically,
the only thing
that works
around here
now is the
anti-PM ray
gun itself.

it works,
all right.
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Don’t feel so bad,
doc. Maybe you can
build another one that
doesn’t work so well.

boNDO? I
need an update.
Were you able
to shut down
that ray gun?

about that. it
appears that the
space shUtTle—

Call
for
you, Mr.
Bondo.

not quite
yet. But you
needn’t worry.
I’ll explain
when I get
back.

So when
exactly
will you
be back?

{ siiigh} …we’ll
send another one
to pick yOu Up.
don’t say
another
word.

of all the projects
I’ve worked on, this is
the most successful…
wonderful.

Sorry, doc, but you
know I gotta smash this
thing with my trusty
sledge hammer.

dO What yOu have
to do, bOndo. Once
again my plans
have bEen foiLed.

Preventive maintenance
is just too important to
allow you to destroy it!

oh, james,
when wiLl YoU
ever learn?
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M240 Machine Gun, M16-Series Rifle, M4/M4A1 Carbine…

hey, I’ve
got yoUr New
BaRRel!

whoa! That’s an
M240 bArRel…
And I’m an
M240B!

you gotta check
the UOC before you
order. otherwise, I
could end up with the
wrong barrel!

small arms
repairmen,
The UOC
(usable on
code) makes
all the
difference
when you
order parts
for your

if you ignore the UOC, you can end up
ordering a part for your M240h, for
example, that works only on the M240B.
Besides
causing firing
problems, the
wrong part can
also damage us!

M240

machine gun,
M16 rifle or

M4/M4A1
carbine.

So when you’re looking up replacement parts
in the weapon’s -23&P, check the part’s UOC to
make sure it’s the right one for your weapon.
The UOC is a
series of numbers
and/or letters
next to the part’s
description.
the UOc tells
you what models
the letters
and numbers
represent.
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Here are the M240 UOCs:
M240: G69
M240B: BB2
M240C: L04
M240D: BC2
M240E1: AG8
M240G: BC6
M240H: BN4
M240N: BJ8

if no
UOC is
listed,
the part
fits all
models.
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Here are the
M16 and M4
UOCs:
M16A2: AR8
M16A3: AW4
M16A4: AZ1
M4: AS1
M4A1: AY6
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Small Arms…

degreasing and sfl
go hand-in-hand

Yes, I do Need
to be tOUched uP
with SFl, but…

…you’ve got to
do it RiGhT
or things cOuld
Go AlL Wrong!

Solid film
lubricant (SFL)
is a powerful
tool for fighting
corrosion in
small arms.

When a weapon’s protective
coating wears off, sFL comes
to the rescue.

But you must
follow this
SFL procedure
or you may be
hurting more
than helping
your weapon!

A weapon must be
thoroughly degreased and
inspected for corrosion and
damage before using sFL.

A weapon should
also be thoroughly
degreased every time
you change lubes.

if the weapon is
corroded or damaged,
it must be repaired
before using sFL.

To degrease, use MIL-PRF-680 Type II dry cleaning solvent,
NSN 6850-01-4 74-2317.
Unfortunately, it’s not enough
to soak a weapon’s parts in the
solvent. You must also scrub
the parts with the solvent and a
non-metallic brush to clean out
all dirt and grease.

Let the weapon thoroughly dry.
hold up! I think I
neEd another hour
beFore I’m AlL
driED Out!

Then apply an even coating of SFL to
the areas that need touchup.

See the weapon’s -23&P for the
limits on how much of the weapon
can be touched up with SFL.

fsss t

NSN 915001-260-2534
will bring
yOu a 16-oz
aerosol
can of SFL.

Let the SFL fully cure for 24 hours
before relubing the weapon and
returning it to service.
You can also get a 1-gal can
with NSN 9150-00-142-9361.

These are nonaerosol and must
be applied with a
brush, which will
produce a more
even application
than spraying
SFL.

Regardless of
which kind you use,
carefully follow
the instructions on
the can for best
results.

And there’s now a paint pen
dispenser, NSN 9150-01-6460099, available that makes it
much easier to touch up nicks,
scratches and shiny spots.
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Small Arms…

I’m not going to
my new unit UNTil YoU
give me a thorough
inspection!

I’m not Going to the Field
until yOu give me a thorough
inspection. You don’t know
what ShApE I’m iN.

Dear Editor,
Please emphasize to your readers the critical
importance of inspecting weapons before
transferring them to other units. And the receiving
units also need to do their own inspections before
letting weapons out of the arms room.
We’ve received several weapons that weren’t up
to 10/20 standards. In one case, a cleaning rod
was stuck in the barrel. The weapon would’ve blown
apart if fired!
				
WO1 Robert Mitchell
				ALARNG

Editor’s note: Yes,
weapons should
be inspected going
and coming. Every
weapon’s -23&P TM
lists the PMCS that
should be done when a
unit receives a weapon,
new or old.

M16-Series Rifle, M4/M4A Carbine…

Dear Half-Mast,
How do you get
the tool to adjust
and remove the M16
rifle and M4 carbine’s
front sight post?
			
SSG D.R.

Dear Sergeant,
Now you have two choices. In the past your support
had to fabricate the tool following the instructions in
WP 0030-2 in TM 9-1005-319-23&P. You can still go
that route. Or you can order the tool
with NSN 1005-01-660-5283 for $35.

M2A1 Machine Gun…

uh-oh, this TM is
wrong about the
breech lock selection
tool size procedure.
Better let
Half-Mast
Know so hE
Can sPread
the Word.

Dear Editor,
The M2A1 machine gun’s TM 9-1005-347-23&P (Jul 11) gives the wrong info
on using the breech lock selection tool.
The WP 0033 00-4 says to retract the bolt until the barrel extension has
separated no more than 1/16 inch from the trunnion block. This lets you use
the breech lock selection tool to get the correct breech lock size.
The problem comes when the TM says to slowly release the retracting
slide. That’s wrong. You’ll need to hold the retracting slide handle in place to
maintain the 1/16-in separation until the right breech lock selection tool size
has been determined.
If you do it the way the TM says, you could get the wrong reading.
SGT Nick Rucker
NEARNG

Editor’s note: You’re absolutely right, Sergeant.
This will be corrected in the next revision to the TM.

M2A1
Machine Gun…
Dear Editor,
The M2A1 machine gun’s TM 9-1005-34723&P doesn’t list the NSN for the barrel
locking spring or show its picture in the
repair parts and special tools list (RPSTL).
Repairmen need to make a note in
WP 0016 00-10 that they can order the
spring with NSN 1005-00-726-6134. That
way they won’t have to order the entire
barrel extension assembly.
Follow the procedure in WP 0016 0010 to install the spring into the barrel
extension assembly.
				James Wood
				JBLM, WA
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Locking pin

Editor’s note: Great tip, James.
The M2 and M2A1 -23&Ps are
being merged and this mistake will
be corrected in the new TM.
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M240B, M240L Machine Guns…

please don’t
let mY buFfer
get in Bad
ShaPe!

Check it
out with
these
checks.

If the buffer on your M240B or M240L machine gun suffers, so will your entire
weapon. These checks spot buffer problems early:
14mm - 9/16 inch

• Measure the buffer plunger. It should
protrude from the wear indicator lug a
minimum of 9/16 inch (14mm). If it doesn’t,
the buffer is loose from the buffer housing.
Your weapon is NMC until the buffer is
replaced.

• Check the
buffer housing
for peening,
cracking or
other damage,
including
missing finish
from the stop
above the
buffer.
• Check the buffer shaft for
bends, mushrooming, peening
and cracks on the shaft’s face.

• Check the shaft for oil residue. Work the buffer to check for fluid leakage. The buffer
shaft should depress smoothly without chatter and return promptly when released.

Problems? Tell your small arms repairman.
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Ahh! With
these Pm
TipS…

… my BUfFer
doesn’t SuFfer
aNYMore!
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following these
tips will keep
me ready for
action and…

Dear Editor,
We’ve found these tips keep our Standard Automotive Tool Set (SATS) ready
for action:

• Fight corrosion by running
A/C. We know PS has talked
about how desiccants can
help prevent corrosion doing
a number on tools and other
equipment stored inside
SATS. But we’ve found the
best way to beat corrosion
is simply opening up SATS
every week and running the
A/C for 45 minutes. That
does a good job drying up
any moisture inside.

• Use two people to slide out the

generator. The generator is very
heavy. If the stops on the slide rails
fail, the generator could slide out right
on top of you! That’s bad for you and
the generator. Wear gloves, too. Your
hands need protection from the pinch
points between the door frame and the
front of the rails.
It’s best to have one person pushing
from the rear while the other pulls from
the front. Do it slowly so the generator
has no momentum. Don’t depend on the
rail stops to stop the generator.
Try to park the SATS on level ground.
That makes it easier to slide the
generator in and out safely.

I’m getting
preTtY wet
inside here.
BetTer oPen
mY DoOR
and turn on
the A/C or
else we’re
going to
have major
corrosion
problems!

Watch out for pinch points
when sliding out generator

When you store
the generator
for travel, make
sure to install the
two locking pins.
Missing pins mean
the generator
slides out on the
first turn.

• Give the generator air. Open

the generator’s two doors
whenever it’s running. That lets
exhaust go outside instead of
inside the trailer.

Open both
generator doors
before cranking
it up.

• Make sure everything is

securely strapped down
before hitting the road. You
don’t want large objects flying
around inside the trailer. Every
single item in the trailer should
have its own ratchet strap
with that strap tightly
locked in place before
you travel.

crash! b shatter!
an
g!

uh-Oh! they
didn’t strap
down all
my stuff.
this is gonna
be an expensive
trip!

Pay special attention to the air
compressor, tire jack and transmission
jack. You sure don’t want those heavy
items bouncing around. It’s easier if
you strap the wheel table to the top
of the transmission jack. They make
a good fit.

Check that all the cabinet
drawers are locked, too.

Strap wheel
table to top of
transmission jack

Make sure all
cabinet drawers
are locked

• Before opening the

door, make sure the
steps are in the stow
position. Otherwise,
you can damage the
door when you open it.

put the
steps in
the stowed
position
before
Opening the
door.

SSG Jason Firestine
SPC Detreu Gregory
Ft Bragg, NC

Editor’s note: Those are, in fact, good SATS tips. Thanks.
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HIMARS, MLRS…

I’m exHauSteD
from All this
rocket eXhaust!

HIMARS

YoU guyS nEed to clean oFf
the exhAust BEFOre it does a
corrosion number on us.

yeah, and Don’t
ForGet our cAble
CoNnecTors!

and M270A1 MLRS rocket exhaust can do a real number on the cable
connectors. The exhaust is extremely corrosive. If it’s allowed to do its worst, you’ll soon
get system faults and it becomes harder and harder to connect and disconnect cables.
A little PM after firing can
make short work of corrosion.
Clean rocket exhaust off
connectors with wire brush
Use a wire brush to rub off any
corrosion from the outside of
connectors. Then use a soft
brush and isopropyl alcohol to
clean inside the connectors. Pay
special attention to the HIMARS’
W519 and W520 and the MLRS’
W19 and W420 cables. They
usually have the most problems
with corrosion.
Use the cable second-chance (SAV-CONS)
Always use
second-chance
adapters. The adapters are fairly cheap—cables are
adapters
not. If you bend the pins on an adapter, you can just
put on another adapter and you’re back in business.
That’s why it’s a good idea for HIMARS and MLRS
units to keep a stock of second-chance adapters.
You don’t want to take a chance damaging the cable
connector because you have no adapter.

HIMARS units can get more adapters free from the contractor with pseudo NSNs
0000-H0-000-0028 and 0000-H0-000-0029. MLRS units order the adapters with
NSN 5935-01-155-9847 and NSN 5935-01-238-5896.
When cables become difficult to take off or you get system faults, first try changing
the second-chance adapter. That often fixes the problem.
Javelin Missile System…

WHY CAN’T YOU USE BB-2590?
DOn’t use this
gUy! he’Ll mesS
uP YoUr CLU.

I’m the
battERY
to Use.

Dear Half-Mast,
Why does the sticker on BB-2590 batteries say
NOT FOR USE WITH JAVELIN CLU? I’ve never seen an
explanation for that.
SFC J.R.

Dear Sergeant,
The BB-2590 is not approved for use in the command launch
unit (CLU). The higher voltage of the BB-2590 will damage the
CLU electronics.
What should you use? Primarily the BB-390B/U, NSN 614001-490-4317, since it’s rechargeable and will save you money.
For live fires, use the BA-5590, NSN 6135-01-438-9450, for
both the M98A1 and M98A2. You can also use the BA-5390,
NSN 6135-01-517-6060, for both CLUs. Both NSNs bring a
package of four batteries.
It’s important not to store these batteries with BB-2590s. All
the batteries look basically alike, so it’s easy to accidentally
grab a 2590 instead of a correct battery.
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LADS…

Plumb Common Sense
w-why d-did
y-you d-do this
t-to m-me?

hey, I got
no beEf with
you! I’m
just doing
what comes
natural!

As winter approaches
and temperatures
plunge, you need to
thoroughly drain
the laundry advanced
system (LADS) at the
end of each day.

Draining prevents
overnight freeze
damage to the LADS
plumbing.
if water freezes
inside the LADS, it can
rupture a subcooler
or water pump. it can
also burst pipes and
valves.
That’s an expensive
and messy problem.
So you must run the
DRAIN CYCLE.

PS 792
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Follow the
instructions in
TM 10-3510-221-10
(Jul 08). WP 0016
tells you how to
drain the LADS
model C. WP 0017
covers the LADS
model D.
Make sure to
complete the
entire work
package for each
model. Use these
guidelines along
with the TM…

• Flush water from the anti-foam and detergent hand pumps.
• Drain the water tanks. Disconnect the bright green utility
hose and open the faucet.
• Even after you run the DRAIN CYCLE, a little water stays in
the LADS. Drain leftover water in the water pumps, distillate
pump and still by opening their ball valves (drain cocks).
Make sure the valves are left open. That way freezing water
has room to expand and won’t crack pipes and valves. Note:
Drain cycle can’t be done manually.
• Also drain
the 10-ft and
50-ft water
supply hoses,
the 5-ft and
50-ft drain
hoses, the
utility hose
and the
water supply
pump.

Remember to drain hoses

• A common mistake
Subcooler
is forgetting to drain
will freeze
the recycle system’s
and crack if
distillate pump
not drained
assembly particulate
filter housings and
subcooler.
Note:
Check that
After draining,
all eight
leave the manifold
of its
caps off during cold
weather, until
valves are
the LADS is
opened.
needed.

Important!
Drain the LADS not only
before temperatures
drop to freezing,
but also before you
transport or store it.
Hauling the LADS with
full water tanks can
cause the tanks to crack.
Storing the LADS with
water in it also sets up
a breeding ground for
bacteria.

Drain me before
freezing weather,
transport or storage!

s’uP,
miLler?

huH?

Sep!

Just submitted
an equipment
suggestion to
SEP, the Soldier
Enhancement
Program.

You’ve
used it.
You know
it works.
in fact,
you’re sure
that your
buddies
could use
it, too.

if they
like it, we
could see
it in Army
inventory
someday.

CoOl.
teLl me
MOre!

yet.

in fact, more
than 40 percent
of current
Program Executive
Office Soldier
(PEO Soldier)
equipment began
in the Soldier
Enhancement
Program (SEP).

Trouble
is, it’s not
available
in Army
inventory.

PS 792
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SEP suggestions have led to
Army equipment additions
Modular airborne
weapons case

SEP has been around for
28 years, taking a “buy, try,
and decide” approach to
recommended products.
For example, the modular
airborne weapons case, clip-on
sniper night sight, and tactical
communication and protective
system all started as
SEP recommendations
from the field.
Commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS), government offthe-shelf (GOTS), or nondevelopmental items (NDIs)
are all candidates for
SEP evaluation and
implementation.
The recommended item or
equipment should do one or
more of the following:

Clip-on sniper night sight

Tactical communication and protective system

•

Improve ability to execute a
combat mission

•

Improve the current program
of record of COTS/GOTS/
NDI products

•

Assist in the refinement
and/or generation of
requirements. SEP identifies
COTS/GOTS/NDIs capabilities.
These can be evaluated
during low-cost, low-risk
evaluations. The data can
help developers validate and
approve an item.

•
•

Bridge a capability gap
Improve a combat platform
interface.

Since products under SEP
consideration are already
commercially available,
savings come from a
streamlined acquisition
process and reduced research
and development costs.
Now’s your chance to make
a real difference not only
in Uncle Sam’s pocketbook,
but in your fellow
Soldiers’ lives.
if you think there’s a technology or equipment
item that the Army should consider, visit:

http://www.peosoldier.army.mil/sep/
Ready to take
the plunge?

Press the Submit an Item
button and fill out the form.

Questions?
Email:

usarmy.belvoir.peo-soldier.
mbx.peo-soldier-g7-sep@
mail.mil

Data Plates:
Bump Up Readiness

I don’t have
any record of
you guys! What’s
going on?!

I don’t know
about everybody
here, but my data
plate is missing.

and my plate
is unreadable!

a

mine has the
wrong data!

recent Army audit found that not all equipment is being properly
recorded and reported in GCSS-Army.

One reason for this is that some
equipment data plates are missing,
unreadable or include wrong data.

Units should follow these steps
to resolve data plate issues and
improve equipment readiness:

1. During inventory, identify any equipment
with missing, illegible or incorrect data
plates.

2. Check the equipment TM to see if the
data plate is a field-level replacement
item that can be ordered through the
normal supply process.

Check data plates during inventory
Review TM for
guidance

PS 792
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3. If it’s ground equipment and data plates are not addressed in the TM, check with your
nearest TACOM LAR, who will contact the equipment program manager to coordinate
data plate replacement, if possible. To find your TACOM LAR, see Pages 14-15 in PS 759:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/web2/archive/PS2016/759/759-14-15.pdf
TACOM’s Logistics Assistance Directorate is another resource at:
https://www.tacom.army.mil/ilsc/lad/
4. To request night vision goggle data plates (AN/PVS-14, AN/PVS-7 and AN/AVS-6), email:
usarmy.apg.cecom.mbx.lrc-night-vision-support@mail.mil
5. Alternatively, new data plates can often be made at depots at unit cost. For more info, see
Letterkenny Army Depot’s website at:
http://www.letterkenny.army.mil/UIDworks/howto.html
Or email AMC at: usarmy.redstone.usamc.mbx.iuid@mail.mil

OE-254 Antenna…

Hunting
Down
Antenna
Mast
Parts

did YA ever
find that part
we NEed?

yEp. Master
Sergeant Half-Mast
came Through again!

Dear Half-Mast,
I need to order OE-254 parts for our unit. The antenna mast group is NSN
5985-01-063-1574. I’m trying to find the mast section part that connects to
the feed cone. It’s the AB-24/GRC antenna element listed as Item 1 of TM 115985-357-23P (Jun 88). I’ve hunted high and low and gone over the TM with a
fine-toothed comb, but I can’t find an NSN for this part. Any tips?
SGT G.J.

Dear Sergeant,
Yup. I’m all about raising pointed antenna tips! Here’s a couple: the TM
misidentified some parts. The mast section part that connects to the feed cone
assembly is the MS-116A antenna element, NSN 5985-00-199-8831.
The AB-24/GRC antenna element, NSN 5985-00-240-3720, is the
antenna tip mast section part. For reference, see Pages 1-0 and
B-2 of TM 11-5985-35 7-13 (Feb 91). Antennas up!

SINCGARS…

Aim for a Tender Touch
Shhh…!

Cloe’s Etiquette Class:
“Being Civil isn’t
just for Civilians”

Quiet Please

Please wait here
for the next class

How’d you
end up here?
there
was this
Soldier…

…and he kept jabbing me
with my radio frequency
cable until I got so mad I
couldn’t take it anymore!

Let’s just say it
was easier for me
to find a place to
stick that cable
than it was for him.

A tender touch is needed when
you connect and disconnect
the radio frequency cable (W2),
NSN 5995-01-304-2026, on your
SiNCGARS vehicular radio.

Rough handling or
blindly ramming n’
jamming the cable
can break off the
connector pin.

if a pin gets stuck and breaks off inside the RT’s
antenna connector or the power amplifier’s J2
connector, you’ll be singing the busted blues.
You’ll
send your
your SINCGARS
SiNCGARS to
to sustainmentsustainmentYou’llhave
have to
to send
level
to extract
extract the
thepin.
pin.
levelmaintenance
maintenance to
in other words, one moment of rough handling can
translate into a lot of repair time, big bucks and
major hassles.
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The same caution applies to the

CG-3855/VRC radio frequency cable,
which connects the power amplifier
to the vehicular antenna.

I don’t
think I can
take another
Beating!

Rough handling...

if you’re too rough, the
connector pin could break off
and get stuck inside the power
amplifier’s J1 connector.

...breaks connector pin

I’m breaKable
y’knOW!

A gentle and steady hand is the key to preserving those connections.

Here’s the
correct way
to connect the
cables…

1. Line up the keyhole
on the cable connector
with the key on the RT’s
antenna connector (or the
power amplifier’s J1 or J2
connector).

Line up keyhole
with key

2. Push the cable connector
straight in.
3. Turn the cable connector
clockwise until it doesn’t
move any more.

and Here’s the
correct way
to disconnect
the cables…

1. Turn the cable connector counter-clockwise until the
keyhole on the cable connector lines up with the key.
2. Pull the cable connector straight out and off.

Your article
actually made
PS, specialist
hill? That’s
crazy!

How did you come
up with it? how did
you submit it?

What did
you have
to do?

OK, OK… Guys…
it all started
a few months
ago…

specialist hill

…when
Sergeant
Schell told
me to PCMS
the HMMWV
before
we took it
out into
the field.
I realized
how to
improve the
process…

if you find out that a TM is
incorrect or figure out a safer way
to perform a maintenance procedure
or a way to save the Army money,
share your wisdom with PS Magazine.

THAT would make things
easier. I’ve gotta tell
the folks at PS about
this idea!

PS Magazine
can share your
solutions
with Soldiers
worldwide and
it’s pretty easy
to submit an
article.

Here are a
few questions
to help you
get started:

• What is the problem with your equipment or error in
your TM?

• What caused the problem?
• What is the solution to the problem or needed
correction to the TM?

• What is the potential cost to the Army if the problem
isn’t corrected?

• What is the solution to the problem or the correction
for the procedure in the TM?

Once you’ve outlined the
problems and solutions,
it’s time to submit your
information. Don’t worry
about the format. one of
our writers will take the
information you provide
and write the article in
the Ps style.
We’ll also have a subject matter
expert from the responsible LCMC
review the information. All PS
articles are approved by an Army
authorized proponent before they
are published.

Make sure to include any helpful photographs as

JPG attachments in your email. Don’t embed the pics
in a Word or Powerpoint document, though. That
degrades their quality and makes them unusable.

PS artists use those
pictures as technical
references when they
illustrate the article.

if you catch a mistake in a TM, it’s also a good idea to submit a DA Form 2028,
Recommended Changes to Publications and Blank Forms.
We showed you how to do that on pages 58-59 of PS 7 79 (Oct 1 7).
Once your article and digital pictures are ready, send them to this address:

usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil

…and help
you help your
fellow Soldiers
all over the
world!

We can’t
wait to hear
from you…
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Didja hear?
We’re moving
our documents
to milSuite.

Don’t worry,
everything’s
still easy to
find.

Just type

MSD in the
search
box.

That’s right.

PD TMDE and
MSD documents
are moving to
milSuite!

Once you
log in, do a
search for
MSD.

Then check out the APATS milSuite Library for the
PD TMDE and MSD documents as well as courses on
miluniversity. You’ll need your CAC to gain access:
https://www.milsuite.mil/

if you need help, email the MSD/ICE help desk:

apats@redstone.army.mil

Or give them a call:
87 7-564-1137

GCSS-Army…

Aim
to Get
Latest

tELS

y’know,
I’m pretty
easy to
navigate!

hey, hey!
maybe we can
talk about
this.

GCSS-Army
operates on Tactical
Enterprise Logistics
System (TELS) hardware
that is Windows
10-compliant and meets
Trusted Platform Module
(TPM) 2.0 requirements.

The TELS hardware components are established
in the Army Standard Supply System for
requisitioning. This reduces overall sustainment
costs, while also supporting rapid technology
“refresh” requirements.
it also enhances the unit’s capabilities by allowing
them to requisition TELS components with the
standard hardware configuration, a five-year
warranty with a 72-hour turnaround, and the
pre-loading of the GCSS-Army software.

The following TELS hardware is available:
Computer system,
digital (laptop),
NSN 7010-01-663-4963

Printer, automatic data processing
NSN 7025-01-662-7823
Optical reader, data entry (scanner)
NSN 7025-01-663-3407
Computer system, digital (tablet)
NSN 7010-01-662-5022
Questions? Email Vanessa Ramaglia at:

vanessa.e.ramaglia.civ@mail.mil
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Packaging…

CALL THE MiSTBUSTERS!
We’re the
Mistbusters! We
help protect
valuable
equipment from
corrosion and
we’re ready to
assist you.

Call us and in no time
we’ll be on the scene
with our atomic silicate
packs, wrangling and
trapping moisture that
would love to kill
your equipment with
rust.

WXY
QRS

Guys, I
love this
gig as much
as anybody,
but suppose
the Stay
Soggy
Humidity
Man and the
iron Oxide
Ogre are
not bearing
down on my
warehouse,
and I just
have a few
questions
about
packaging?

in that case,
we have a
list of the
publications
you’ll need…

QRS
EFG
PS 792
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MIL-STD-2073-1, DoD Standard Practice for Military Packaging (Jan 11)
Here, you’ll find information about the standard processes for developing and
documenting military packaging, which is different from commercial packaging.
It covers preservation methods to protect materiel against corrosion caused by the
environment, physical or mechanical damage and other dangers during storage,
handling or shipment.
SB 746-1, Publications for Packaging Army General Supplies (Apr 79)
This document lists publications that relate to packaging and processing
Army general supplies, except for maintenance and ammo pubs. It provides
guidance on procuring, storing, handling, shipping, issuing, caring and preserving
general supplies.
MIL-HDBK-773, Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) - Protective Packaging (Jun 05)
Look here for detailed guidance on handling, packaging or storing items that can be
damaged by electrostatic discharge.
TM 38-700, Packaging of Materiel, Preservation (Dec 99)
In this document you’ll find instructions for cleaning, drying, preserving,
packing, blocking and bracing, cushioning, reinforcing, weatherproofing and
marking to prepare materiel for shipment or storage.
TM 38-701, Packaging of Materiel, Packing (Dec 99)
Contains detailed information about the requirements for packing operations,
including:
• use of exterior shipping containers; assembling items or packs in
the container.
• anchoring, blocking, bracing and cushioning items or packages
in containers.
• weatherproofing.
• strapping of containers.
• testing exterior packs palletization and unitization of loads.
• parcel post.
The TM also covers general exterior marking in accordance with MIL-STD-129.

DA PAM 700-32, Packaging of Army Materiel (Jan 08)
This pub gives uniform Army packaging guidelines.
MIL-STD-129, Military Marking For Shipment and Storage (Feb 14)
Provides the minimum requirements for uniform military marking and procedures
for their application. Use it for the application of military specific markings for
items transported and stored within the military distribution system. Markings for
commercial packaging are discussed in ASTM D 3951.
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MIL-STD-147, Palletized Unit Load (May 08)
This standard explains the methods, materials and techniques used in the
formation of bonded palletized unit loads of military supplies on 40 x 48-in pallets.
These instructions can be modified for use with different sized pallets.

W HOOP W HOOP W HOOP W HOOP W HOOP W HOOP
let’s go, everybody! reports
say the Stay Soggy Humidity Man
is approaching the city limits!

so, To learn more about
packaging, check out LOGSA PSCC’s
Packaging, the Basics online at…

faster!

...https://liw.
logsa.army.mil/
res/documents/
Packaging_The_Basics
_JAN_2018_sml.pdf

Alright
fellas…

…Light
‘em up!

No Commercial Refrigerants
On Page 51 of PS 787 in Step #5 under “Unit Instructions,”
the article stated that local purchase is authorized through
LARs. That’s wrong. Commercial purchase of all refrigerants is
prohibited. They must be sole-sourced through DLA.

HEMTT A4, PLS A1 Distribution Manifold NSNs
Need a new distribution manifold for your HEMTT A4 or PLS A1 vehicle? Look no further. Each of
the distribution manifolds below also come with installed solenoids:

Vehicle
PLS A1
HEMTT A4 CBT
HEMTT A4 (M977A4,
M983A4, M985A4,
M984A4 GMT)
HEMTT A4 (M978A4,
M983A4 LET, M984A4,
M1120A4 LHS)

Item

Fig

TM

1
1

768
423

9-2320-319-13&P
9-2320-326-13&P

741, 751
L13

01-670-7782
01-669-8492

1

423

9-2320-326-13&P

LH2, LH5, LH9,
L10

01-667-3000

1

423

9-2320-326-13&P

LH4, LH7, L11,
L14

01-564-7505

HEMTT Fuel Tank Repair Kits
Get Makeover
The field repair kit for the HEMTT fuel tank sealant
system, NSN 2540-01-577-2372, has changed. That
kit contained a sealant with a shelf life that, when
expired, required disposal of the entire kit. To avoid
this waste, the kit now comes in two parts. Order the
repair tools from the old kit with NSN 4940-01-6614758. Order the sealant with NSN 8030-01-661-4763.

UOC

NSN 4730-

LTAS Cab Lift
Cylinder NSN
Order a new front cab lift cylinder
assembly for your M1078A1P2 LTAS with
NSN 3040-01-665-1836 (PN 12505544001). The old NSN 3040-01-567-2729 no
longer appears on FED LOG, and the old
part number crosses to a terminal NSN.

Now Showing: ESAPI Test Videos
Like any equipment, body armor needs to be inspected before use. For step-by-step videos showing
the right way to do tap and torque tests on your enhanced small arms protective inserts (ESAPI),
visit: https://www.dvidshub.net/video/473427/peo-soldier-armored-plate-tap-test-training
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THE BEST SOLDIERS
SOAK UP MAINTENANCE
INFO LIKE A SPONGE...
so that’s the
easiest way to get
that outta there.
now here’s what to
do next…

…THEN SHARE WHAT
THEY’VE LEARNED!
Hey, let me show
you the goOd stuFf
I found out from
sergeant Brown
yesterday!

